Earth History           Geologic Time Scale Assignment
89.331

Objective:

A completed project will illustrate a deep understanding of the Geologic Time Scale that includes relative dates, paleogeography and important biota.

Your final project should include a completed geologic time scale in a format of your choosing. You may choose to include an illustration with text or a written explanation of your time scale and the important geographic and biological conditions of the time. You will need to include all Eons, Eras and Periods. I would also like you to include the Epochs of the Cenozoic Era. Dates should also be included.

Due Date:                December 10\textsuperscript{th} \textit{class time}.

Grade:  As stated in class, this assignment can serve as an exam grade, by weight. Meaning 25\% of your final grade; leaving your lowest exam grade to count 5\% toward your final grade. THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE YOUR FINAL EXAM. It is not required that you use this assignment in this manner. It is your choice.

Rubric:

Correctly completed time scale with dates:  50\%
Correctly stated paleogeography   25\%
Correctly stated biological conditions or events  25\%

Have fun!!